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ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

OFFICE OF PUBLIC UTILITY COUNSEL'S
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The Office of Public Utility Counsel ("OPUC") offers the following proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law for consideration:
A. Findings of Fact
Background and Procedural History
1.

Southwestern Electric Power Company (SWEPCO) is a wholly owned subsidiary of
American Electric Power Company (AEP) and is a fully integrated electric utility serving
retail and wholesale customers in Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana.

2.

SWEPCO provides electric generation, transmission, and distribution services in Texas
under certificate of convenience and necessity (CCN) number 30151.

3.

On July 15, 2019, SWEPCO filed an Application with the Public Utility Commission of
Texas (Commission) for a CCN to acquire an interest in three wind generation facilities
(Selected Wind Facilities) located in Oklahoma.

4.

Through a request for proposal process, SWEPCO and its sister company, Public Service
Company of Oklahoma (PSO), contracted to acquire project companies owning the
following wind facilities: (1) Traverse at 999 megawatt (MW); (2) Maverick at 287 MW;
and (3) Sundance at 199 IVIW, subject to receipt of regulatory approvals and satisfaction
of other conditions. Each of the wind facilities is owned by an affiliate of Invenergy LLC.
SWEPCO contracted to acquire 54.5% of each facility, or a total of 810 MW. The total
price for the wind facilities, including all interconnection and upgrade costs, is $1.86
billion. Total project costs, including purchase and sale agreement price adjustments and
owner's costs, are expected to be $1.996 billion, and SWEPCO's 54.5% share is $1.088
billion.
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5.

The Commission referred the Application to the State Office of Administrative Hearings
(SOAH) on August 22, 2019.

6.

SWEPCO provided notice of the Application by publication once a week for two
consecutive weeks in newspapers having general circulation in each county in SWEPCO's
service territory. SWEPCO's notice by newspaper publication was completed on
September 5, 2019.
.

SWEPCO's individual notice to its Texas retail customers by bill insert was completed on
September 17, 2019.

8.

SWEPCO provided individual notice to Commission Staff (Staff) and the Office of Public
Utility Counsel (OPUC) by hand delivering a copy of SWEPCO's filing to each party's
counsel. Individual notice was also provided to the legal representative of all parties in
Docket No. 46449, SWEPCO's most recent base rate case, and Docket No. 47461,
SWEPCO's CCN application for the Wind Catcher project, by providing each party with
a copy of SWEPCO's filing either by hand delivery, courier, or U.S. First Class mail. This
individual notice was completed on July 15.
The following parties intervened and participated in this docket: Texas Industrial Energy
Consumers (TIEC), OPUC, Golden spread Electric Cooperative (GSEC), East Texas
Electric Cooperative, Inc. and Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. (ETEC-NTEC);
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local Union 738 (IBEW); Cities
Advocating Reasonable Deregulation (CARD); and Walmart Inc. (Walmart). Staff also
participated in this docket.

9,10.

On September 12, 2019, the Commission issued its Preliminary Order identifying the
issues to be addressed in this proceeding.

44.11. The hearing on the merits commenced on February 24, 2020 and concluded on February
26, 2020.
-1-1-,12. The parties submitted initial post-hearing briefs on March 9, 2020 and reply briefs on
March 17, 2020.
12.13. On March 1-1, 2020, SWEPCO filed proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.
13.14. On March 19, 2020, Intervenors and Staff responded to SWEPCO's proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law.
1/1.15. The record closed on
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Certificate of Convenience and Necessity Standard of Review

16.

The Commission may approve an application and grant a certificate if the Commission
finds that the certificate is necessary for the service, accommodation, convenience, or
safety of the public.

l 7.

The Commission has determined that it may grant a CCN for economic purposes.

18.17. SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities is will not expected to result in the
probable lowering of costs to customers.
19.

SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities is expected to provide significant

generation fleet, positioning SWEPCO to meet customers' low cost energy needs under a
range of circumstances that may prevail in the futuregperate at a net loss for SWEPCO'a
Texas ratepayers.
18

The guarantees offered by the Company further are not sufficient to assure a probable
lowering of costs to customers.

1 9.

The Selected Wind Facilities were not proposed to address any issues with the adequacy
of existing service.

20.

The Selected Wind Facilities were not proposed to address a need for additional service.

21.

Because there is no need for the project to serve retail load, the addition of the project will
not improve service.'

20.22. Texas has already met its renewable ei erg)/ goals, so the project will have no effect on
those goal s.2

2-1,23. The Commission finds that SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities is not
necessary for the service, accommodation, or convenience of customers.
22.

The Commission has considered the effect of granting the certificate on electric utilities
serving the proximate area.

23.

There is no evidence that any other Texas utility will be unfairly or inappropriately
allocated any transmission upgrade costs associated with the Selected Wind Facilities

Application of Southwestern Electric Power Company for Certificate of Convenience and Necessity
Authorization and Related Relief for the Wind Catcher Energy Connection Project in Oklahoma, Docket No. 47461,
Order at 11 (Aug. 13, 2018).
2

Id.

3

request for a "hold harmless" guarantee from SWEPCO should be denied by the

24

There will be no adverse effect on site specific factors such as comrnunity values,
recreational and park areas, historical and aesthetic values, or environmental integrity in
Tex-as—beeause ale Selected Wind Facilities are located entirely within the state of
Oklahoma:

25.24. Texas has already met its renewable energy goals so SWEPCO' s acquisition of the
Selected Wind Facilities will have no effect on reaching those goals.

Analysis of Economics of Selected Wind Facilities
26.

Prudent resource planning dictates requires that the Company make decisions based on
the best information available at the time, considering all reasonable and necessary
sensitivities and factors that could have a significant impact on a economics of the project.
te-stfess-test-the-beneftts-fefeeast,

27.

Giving undue credence to an unlikely series of events that mathematically result in a net
eest—te—eusteniefs—weulkl—rnean---ignefing—the—tnefe—ffebable—and—reasonable range of
outcomes in which the proposed projects produce significant savings for
customers.Ignoring unfavorable projections to focus solclyhopcd for positivo
outcomes is an irresponsible method of project selection.

RFP Selection Process
2-8,27. SWEPCO uses an internal integrated resource plan or IRP to identify resources to serve
customers, over a 20-year planning period.
29.

SWEPCO's 2018 and 2019 internal IRPs identified wind resources as economic and
recommended that they should be added beginning in 2022. According to SWEPCO's
internal IRP, cCustomers would benefit by adding up to 1,200 MW of wind generation
600 MW by 2022, and an additional 600 MW by 2023.

30.

An important factor in acquiring wind resources was the federal Production Tax Credit
(PTC), which helps to reduce the cost of wind energy for customers. Proceeding now helps
achieve at least 80% of the value of the PTCs.

31.28. Based on SWEPCO's 2018 and 2019 internal IRPs, SWEPCO decided resolved to acquire
additional wind resources through a competitive request for proposals (RFP) process.
In preparing the RFP, SWEPCO followed the steps required by the Louisiana Public
Sei*ise-Cenimissien-(L-P--SG)-Mafket-gase€1-114echan-ism-(4414M)-Or-Eler,
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32.29. The RFP was a sole-source solicitation for build-transfer-own wind projects, and the
Company did not consider purchased-power-agreement options.
33.

The process was transparent and open, allowing potential bidders and stakeholdera
oppefttinities-te-ask-questions-abeut-the-RFR.

3430. On January 7, 2019, the Company issued the RFP for up to 1,200 MW of wind generation
resources. The Company sought projects on a turnkey basis in which it individually, or
together with its AEP affiliate utility operating company PSO, would acquire through a
PSA all of the equity interests in the project company whose assets consist solely of the
selected project.
35.31. The Company sought projects that: (1) are physically located in, and interconnected to, the
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) in Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, or Oklahoma; (2) are not
currently experiencing, or anticipated to experience, significant congestion or
deliverability constraints; and (3) balance project performance and deliverability to the
AEP West load zone in the Tulsa area.
36.32. In addition, the Company sought projects that are either in service or that would be placed
in service by December 15, 2021, and thus qualify for at least 80% of the Production Tax
Credit value.
37.33. SWEPCO widely publicized the RFP- on its website, to a list of known wind project
developers, and in industry trade publications and organizations.
38.34. SWEPCO followed the process established in the RFP from the time it was issued on
through to the identifv ication of _the Selected Wind Facilities.
39.35. On March 1, 2019, SWEPCO and PSO (collectively,. the Companies) received 35 bids
representing 19 unique wind projects totaling 5,896 MW. Fifteen projects were located in
Oklahoma and four in Texas.
40,36. No bids were submitted by the Company or an AEP affiliate, as such a submission was
specifically prohibited by the RFP.
4-1-37. Eight of the wind projects, constituting 2,631 MW, failed to meet all of the eligibility and
threshold requirements and so were removed from further consideration. Eleven of the 19
wind projects, totaling 3,265 MW, passed these requirements.
42.38. The top three ranked bids (Traverse, Maverick and Sundance) became the Selected Wind
Facilities.
43.39. The Companies selected 1,485 MW of wind resources, not 2,200 MW, the combined
amount solicited in their RFPs. This decision was based on bid economics, geographic
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locations, and deliverability relative to the Companies' load. The Companies concluded
that 1 ,185 MW provide customers the best combination of price, perforrnance, and risk
for all bids received in response to the RFPs.
11.10. Once the Selected Wind Facilities were identified, the Companies took additional steps
(1) continued with due diligence-aetiv4ies(2-)-Feleased-their-eens-ulting-meteefe-tegist-to
develop the bottom up wind energy resource assessment; and (3) initiated formal contract
negotiations _that resulted in the Purchase and Sale Agreements or PSAs.
d 5.

The Companies completed a thorough due diligence review of the Selected Wind Facilitie5
including technology, overall project design, land leases, transmission and
interconnection, qualification for PTCs, environmental/wildlife impact assessment, and
the expected energy output (MWh).

16.

The due diligence will continue through a series of requirements in the PSAs.

47-A1. Because of the importance of the expected energy output, each developer was required to
submit an independent assessment of the wind resource and expected energy output. The
independent analyses were required to include one-year, five-year, 10-year, 20-year and
30-year production forecast estimates for the various probability of exceedance values
(P50, P75, P90, P95, and P99).
I g.12. The Companies hired Simon Wind Inc..;. (Simon Wind) an experienced consulting firm, to
(1) independently review wind resource assessments and the expected energy output
included in each of the RFP proposals; and (2) develop a wind energy resource assessment
for each of the Selected Wind Facilities.
4943. Subject to regulatory approval, SWEPCO and PSO will share the benefit and the cost of
the Selected Wind Facilities consistent with their ownership shares of 54.5% and 45.5%,
respectively.
e a-Ekh-t-ie
5-O ----Sr-WE-P-C-0-rea-softabb"-i4eFft4-fi-e€4-t-lit 3efteff-t&-t0--etts4eflier-s-4---aeg-u-i-Fi-H"feseurees7
51.
SWEPCO reasonably selected the Selected Wind Resources through its RFP process.
51.14. The three Selected Wind Facilities that SWEPCO and PSO selected through the RFP
process will be located in north central Oklahoma and will total 1,485 MW of installed
nameplate capacity, as follows:
Traverse

Maverick

Sundance

Size (Nameplate)

999 MW

287 MW

199 MW

SWEPCO Share

544.5 MI)

156 MW

108.5 MW

6

Planned Commercial
Operation Date

2021

2021

2020

5.2_____The s eieettii_sxind__Faeitittes_will_be__entineefe,440_41,ave..a._des+gi+4ife4s4-".T4
5-3-45 SWEPCO seeks approval to acquire 54.5% of the Selected Wind Facilities, with PSO to
own the remaining 45.5%.
54,46 The winning bidders will build the projects, which the Companies will then purchase on a
turnkey basis.
55.47. The estimated total installed capital cost for the Selected Wind Facilities is approximately
$1.996 billion (of which SWEPCO's share is approximately $1.088 billion).
5448. This cost includes (1) each wind project's purchase price under the respective PSAs, (2)
PSA price adjustments, and (3) owner's costs.
57749. The purchase price includes al•l costs associated with interconnecting the facilities to the
SPP transmission system and any assigned network upgrade costs.
50.

The purchase price excludes associated owners costs, Allowance for Funds Used During
Construction (AFUDC) applied to the owner's costs, PSA price adjustments, and
contingency, all of which must be added to the PSA purchase price to calculate the
estimated installed capital cost.
Economic Modeling

51.

The three primary components in calculating the economics of the Project are: ( 1 ) the
revenue requirement of the wind facility, (2) the avoided cost benefits projected by
SWEPCO, and (3) the value of Production Tax Credits for which thc Project may be
eligible.

52.

SWEPCO's sensitivity analysis did not account for a realistic range of possible future
conditions.

53.

SWEPCO's estimation of net cost savings benefits for ratepayers is significantly
overestimated due to the Company's use of outdated, higher natural gas price assumptions
that are untethered to current market conditions, failure to include potential future gen-tie
line costs, reliance on a P50 production output level with only a 50% chance of success,
and use of a hypothetical carbon tax.

54.

The ultimate project costs and cost savings benefits for ratepayers are largely uncertain.
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55.

The risk of the Project's failure to provide net cost savings benefits is borne primarily by
SWEPCO's ratepayers. The Company's ratepayers are responsible for the capital costs of
the project, along with the guaranteed return to SWEPCO's shareholders, and will likely
see minimal to no cost savings benefits in return and may even experience net costs related
to the Project.

SWEPCO reasonably employed standard utilityused internal economic modeling methods
to forecast the ero'ected customer savings of the Selected Wind Facilities, consisting of a
base-ease-(with-ancl-without-a-embert-efflissien-bufelen)-aleng-with-sens4Mties-13ase€1-en
Selected Wind Facilities, and cases based on higher than expected congestion costs that
resulted in construction of a generation tie line.
56.

Future natural gas prices are an essential element of the Project's cost savings benefits
calculation. The higher the expected future natural gas prices, the greater the expected cost
savings benefits from the project.

57.

Natural gas prices are important because fuel prices are a key component in determining
the supply stack, or merit order, for the dispatch of generating units.
Each of AEP's past forecasts, dating back to 2007, has been on the high side of actual
natural gas prices.

58.

SWEPCO's natural gas price forecasts start out higher than current natural gas prices and
have been hiuher than actual prices for several years('

59.

Under all of the cases presented by the Company, customers \A ould benefit from
SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities.

60.

SWEPCO also rasonably determined a power and gas price at which the Selected Wind
Facilities would break even, i.c., have a net present value of customer savings of $0.

64,
Under a reasonable range of assumption.r,-SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind
Faci-lities-will-pravide-benerits-te-eustemers,
62.59. As with other variables that impact thc benefits that customers are expected to receive
from the acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities, the focus The analysis of natural
I Id. at 17.
4

Id.

5_ kh
6

Id.

8

gas prices should not be-focus on any one forecast of future natural gas prices but, instead,
on a reasonablethe a full range of stieh forecasts and the relative probability of each
forecast.
SWEPCO used The AEP's Long-Term North American Energy Market Forecast
(Fundamentals Forecast) to forecast the expected project benefits. is a long term, weather
commodity
64.

The Fundamentals Forecast recognizes that a range of potential price outcomes is possible.
To complement the Base Case Fundamentals Forecast, four associated cases were also
created: the Lower Band, Upper Band, Base No Carbon, and Lower Band No Carbon

The Fundamentals Forecast is made available to AEPSC and all AEP operating companies
for purposes such as resource planning, capital improvement analyses, fixed asset

6.5The Fundamentals Forecast contained natural-gas-price projections for a base case, a high
case, a low case, and a version of each of those cases that did not include an assumed
carbon burden. The base case was the pritnary case used by SWEPCO to analyze the
economics of the project. The base case used a leveliied natural gas price of S5.40 per
MMBtu. SWEPCO's lowest price natural gas case ( the low, no carbon case) used a
levelized price of $4.50 per MMBtu,
61.

The current version of AEP's Fundamentals Forecast was created in April 2019.

62.

Each of AEP's past forecasts, dating back to 2007, has been on the high side of actual
natural gas prices.2

66.

As with all the third party long term natural gas forecasts contained in the record of this
case, the Fundamentals Forecast is a w ather normalized energy market forecast.

67.

Because spot natural gas prices encompass periods of substantial variation from normal
weather, when comparing historical spot natural gas prices to a weather normalized
fefeeast-;-i-t-is-i-mpeittant-te-fteeetint-fer-the-impaet-ef-weather-on-spot-na.tufal-gas-pfiees,
publie,45,,_twailaNe__aft4i3ropfietafy.thf4tarty
.•
_ilatufapeas„_fereasts_.
i

69.
The vast majority of these long term forecasts are above or significantly above the natural
gas brealceven price of the Selected Wind FacilitiesThe value in the multitude of these public and
proprietary third party forecasts lies not in picking a single forecast on which to base a decision in

2

See Docket No. 47461, Final Order at FoF 80.

9

the low and high sides, of reputable long term natural gas forecasts.
7-0,63. The evidentiary record in this proceeding establishes that the NYMEX futures prices
represent actual transactions between buyers and sellers who put real money at risk in their
ty
near term of up to 36 months. The NYMEX futures
day-to-day operations,
prices, when trended to 2051, are $3.10 per MMBtu.
71.

NYMEX futures are not weather normalized and the NYMEX strips presented in this case
were taken during the warmest winter in 125 years.

64.

Projections of NYMEX natural gas futures remain consistently below SWEPCO's break
even gas forecast.

65.

SWEPCO's Base Case natural gas price forecast projection for 2020 was $3.40 per
MMBtu. Actual Hemy Hub prices for the third week of February 2020 were between
$1.90 and $2.00 per MMBtu.

66.

The evidentiary record in this proceeding fails to show that the natural gas price
assumptions used by SWEPCO will result in a probable lowering of cost to consurners.

7 2.

SWEPCO reasonably modeled locational marginal prices (EMPs) in the SPP by relying
ofi—the-2-024--and-2-02.9—PROMOD—models—eleveleped—by—S-12-P--aftd—stakehelder-s4ri—the
Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) process.
SWEPCO evaluated the expected customer cost ,a\ inu, benefits of acquisition of the
carbon
Selected Wind Facilities both with and without a future a... , Ls-d—hypothetical
atm tax.

68. SWEPCO's prirnary estimation of project cost savings benefits includes a future
hypothetical carbon tax.
69.

As the Commission has previously found in Docket No. 47461, it is possible that an
enfefeed-eafbofi-emissiefi-btifflen-wil-143e-impeseel-iii4lie-futufe unreasonable to assume the
imposition of a carbon tax.

70.

Although it is possible that a carbon tax will be imposed in the future, such a tax has not
been imposed in the past, no such tax is in place now, and no credible evidence has been
presented to show that the irnposition of such a tax is likely in the future. 2

Id. at 1 8.
9

Id. at 19:
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71.71. SWEPCO's modeling of -locational marginal prices shoukl not have included the carbon
tax-burden cornponent, and the calculation of the estimated custorner cost savings benefits
of the project should be reduced accordingly.
75.

The United States Environmental Protection--Agency (EPA) has determined carbon
dioxide to be a pollutant under the Clean Air Act, which makes CO2 emissions subject to
1-41-itation,

76.

The possibility that such a carbon burden will be imposed in the future is greater than zero.
While the imposition of an enforced carbon emission burden may be unlikely in the near
terrn, SWEPCO was prudent for studying the possibility in evaluating the Selected Wind
Facilities, which are expected to have a useful life of 30 years.

SWEPCO unreasonably relied on an the cv, ' ‘,,'
° P50 expected production output
level to model the economic benefits of the Selected Wind Facilities since_ it is equally
likely that
Cfelitt-A101i
Oti 1
Wind Facilities will be above or below
that level there is only a 50% chance that the Selected Wind Facilities will rneet or exceed
that level of production.
79.73. It is not reasonable to base a determination of the economic benefits of the Selected Wind
Facilities on the unlikely P95 output level of energy production since there is o-nly-a 95%
chance that energy production from the Selected Wind Facilities will be that low meet or
exceed that level of production.
80.

The Selected Wind Facilities will have a minimum design or usefill life of 30 years.

81.

A 30 year design life was required by the RFP.

82.

General Electric, the wind turbine supplier for the Selected Wind Facilities, evaluated the
determined that the loads are within the design loads for a 30 year life.

83.

The site specific analysis of General Electric is entitled to great weight.

84.--The-O&M-and-eaSta-l-fefeeast-is-b-aseEl-efrsust-aini-nt.,-apain-iffium-ef-3-0-year-s-ef--opefatio-n,
85.

A 30 year design or useful life is reasonable for the Selected Wind Facilities.

86774_ SWEPCO reasonably modeled congestion and loss-related costs associated with the
- delivery of power to the AEP West load zone from the Selected Wind Facilities.

11. at 19.
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75.

It is not reasonable to conclude that SPP would promote additional transmission solutions
to address if congestion on the SPP transmission system rose to a level that made such
solutions beneficial under SPP's Integrated Transmizion Planning (1TP) criteria.

76.

Although SWEPCO is not proposing in this case to construct gen-tie lines, the Company's
economic analysis should include the consideration of gen-tie lines in order to fully
evaluate the risks of higher levels of congestion.il

87.77. The total estimated cost of potential future gen-tie lines is approx imately S443,754.526.
88.78. SWEPCO failed to feasenab4 demonstrate_d that the Selected Wind Facilities would
benefit customers if the Company builds a generation tie line to mitigate congestion cost
increases on the SPP transmission system that are not addressed by the SPP ITP process.
89.79. Although SWEPCO proposed the Selected Wind Facilities based on the customer cost
savings arising from production cost savings and PTC benefits, the Selected Wind
SWEPCO also attempted to justify the Project through future deferrals of needed capacity.
80.

SWEPCO failed to reasonably analyzed the value of deferring future capacity needs in
evaluating the customer cost savings benefits of the Selected Wind Facilities.

90.81. SWEPCO failed to demonstrate any future capacity need.
91.

It was reasonable for the Company's economic analysis of the Selected Wind Facilities to
eeffsider--beth-the-anisuat-ef--grefluc-tieft4ax--GFedits-(P--TC-H-the-faei-l-ities-wefe-expeetecl-to
defeffed-tax-as-sets-fer-ratemaking-tRifposes,

92.82. The amount of PTCs the Company may claim in any given tax year is dependent on the
Selected Wind Facilities' production. The rate at which the credit is calculated is adjusted
annually for inflation and is currently 2.5 cents per kilowatt hour ($25 per megawatt hour)
of output from the taxpayer's facilities.
96.

Section 45 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (Code), the section that governs the
calculation and use of PTCs, provides for a graduated phase-out of PTCs. Facilities
whose construction began before 2017 are eligible for 100% of the available credits while
facilities whose construction began after 2017 are eligible for decreasing amounts of the
credits.

TIEC In. Br. at 56-57.
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97.

Because of the various construction safe harbor provisions afforded ratepayers by Section
45 of the Code, it is expected that the Sundance facility will be eligible for 100% of the
available PTCs and that the Traverse and Maverick facilities will be eligible for 80% of
the available PTCs. The Selected Wind Facilities' qualification for the PTCs is not
contested.

98.

Aside from qualification for the PTCs under the Code, the amount of the PTCs is
dependent on the output of the Selected Wind Facilities over their useful life.

99.

If the Project output is less than forecast, the value of the Project would be reduced, both
in the amount of energy it can deliver and the PTCs it can capture.

100.

PTCs are accrued based on the number of kilowatt hours produced, so the amount of
PTCs available for the Project will be impacted by the net capacity factors achieved by
the Project.

101.

SWEPCO's estirnate of -customer cost savings benefits is based on a net capacity factor
of 44.01%. If the output of the Project is lower, the amount of PTCs will be lower.

102.

The availability of PTCs may be affected by future changes in federal tax law.

98,103.Because SWEPCO is only willing to guarantee output at a P95 level of production, and
the PTC estimates are based on a P50 level of output, the Commission cannot rely on
SWEPCO's projection of customer cost savings benefits from PTCs. of the extensive due
diligence the Cornpany performed with regard to the wind energy resource assessment, the
Commission can be confident in the energy output expected from the Selected Wind
Facilities.
99.

Because Scction 38 of the Code contains lirnitations on taxpayers' ability to recognize
of the PTCs in the ywrs in which they are generated and will need to carry them forward
te-futur-e-tax-yeafs-.---The-Cede-app-lies-these-llmitatiens-en-a-censeliElateEl-greup-basis-and
al-lows-texpayers4e-cany-entised-P-T-Gs-feFwerel-te-ftiture-taii-yeaps-feFaisfer-ifici-ef-2-0-afs,

100.

The Company determined the lilcely expected use of PTCs (as well as amounts of PTCs
that-afe-expecteel-te-becar-Fie444Ward-te-fiAtire-yeafs)-beseEl-efFfiittire-projections-cf-AEP
censeildated-teit-liability,-These-results-rellect-expecte€1-aimual-limitatiens-ef-the-41T-Gs
generated by the Selected Wind Facilities with the deferral of the cash tax benefits of the
credits-foiperieds-ef-up-te4eur-yeafs-and-peali-eash-tex--ciefer-fal-ainetunts-ef-effireiiimately
$300 million and $232 million for the P50 and P95 production levels, respectively.

101.

Even though the Company is not expected to be able to use all of the tax credits as they
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generated tax credits as they arc produced
regardless of whether they are reflected on
the AEP consolidated tax return in the year in which they are produced.
102.

As a result, it is appropriate for the Company to reflect any unused credits that it must
carry forward to future tax years as defeiTed tax assets included in rate base. As long as
customers obtain the full benefit of all the tax credits produced
even ones that the
Companeamet-benefit-fr-em-until-latef-tax-years—it-is-apprepriate-to4Relude-the-unused
credits as deferred tax assets in rate base.

103.

The Company determined that, given the long term nature of the investment in the

to the deferred tax asset to deterrnine an estimate of the likely carrying costs on the deferred
tax asset over the life of the investment.
104.

No party to the proceeding objected to the Company's use of the 7.09% weighted average
cost of capital to estirnate carrying costs on the deferred tax asset given the long terrn
nature of the investrnent and this rate is reasonable.

83.

SWEPCO failed to reasonably forecast and modeled the revenue requirement associated
with the Selected Wind Facilities by using outdated, higher natural gas price assumptions
that are untethered to current rnarket conditions, failing to include potential future gen-tie
line costs, relying on a P50 production output level with only a 50% chance of success,
and using a hypothetical carbon tax.
Proposed Conditions

107. The evidentiary evidence record establishes that the Company's acquisition of the Selected
Wind Facilities will not result in the probable lowering of costs to customers with of
without-the guarantees currently offered by SWEPCO.
108.
customers
109.

SWEPCO is offering guarantees related to the Selected Wind Facilities' energy production
levels, qualification for the PTC, and capital cost. These guarantees are identified in the
Mr.

110.109.
These guarantees offered by the Company do not provide important and meaningful
protections for ratepayers from the risks and costs associated with additional-value-to
of .the
Selected Wind Facilities.
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111.

SWEPCO and PSO have entered into comprehensive settlements filed in Arkansas and

with-enhaneed-guacantees,
112.

The settlements expand the Minimum Production Guarantee to thc full 30 yoar life of the

and-eff-systeni-sales,Betli-settlements-eentain-a-mest-faver-ed-nations-dause:
113. OPUC witness Mr. Nalepa urges the Commission to condition the acquisition of the
Selected Wind Facilities on SWEPCO guaranteeing a P50 production level. Mr. Nalepa's

feeemmendatien-is-net-reasenable-beeause-it-penalizes-the-Gempany-has-based-all
pfejeetecl-benefits-ef-the-Projeet-en-a-P-50-mivet-i•n-levelfer-any Eleviatiefrbelew-average
expected-production,
111.

OPUC witness Mr. Nalepa urges the Commission to condition acquisition of the Selected
Wind Facilities on SWEPCO guaranteeing energy cost savings based on the Company's
Fundamentals Base Case Forecast of natural gas prices. Mr. Nalepa's recommendation is
fiet-Feasenable-SWEP-GO-has-steadfast4-y-Fefiise€14e-use-market-baseEl-NYMEX-gas-futufes
in its future prolections f natural gas prlces. and SWEPCO's prolect is f

purposes.bccause
fr-era-these-expesteih

115.

SWEPCO filed for approval of the acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities in Arkansas
before the Arkansas Public Service Commission in Docket No. 19 035 U on July 15, 2019.

-1-1-6,--A-unanimeus-settlement-ef-Deeket-Ne,1-9-035-14-was-filed-en4anuary442442447whith
inetuisles-the-eptien-fer-the-Gempany-te-aequire-a-lar-ger-share-ef-the-Seleeted-W4E1
Faeilities-fer---Nfk-ansas-eustemer-s-if-aftether-SWEP-GO-jufisfslietion-sheukl-deny-its
fespective-shafe7
117.

SWEPCO expects an Order from the Arkansas Public Service Commission in May 2020.

-1-1-8S-WEP-GO-filed-feappfeva4-ef--the-aequisitiefi-ef--the-Selec-tetl-Wind-Faeilities-iii-Leuisiana
before the Louisiana Public Service Commission in Docket No. U 35321 on July 15, 2019.
-1-1-9,--SWEP-GO-ex-peets-ai4-Order-fr-em-the-L-euisiafia-Puts4ie-Sefviee-Geffwctissifm-in-Ma4f2-02-0,
-1-24-PSO-filecl-fer-apprevals-felated-te-the-acquisition-ef-the--Seleeteil-W-ind-Faeilifies-in
01Elithema-befere-the-GefpeFatien-Gemmissiefref-the-State-ef-01Elahema-in-Gause-Ne
PUD 201900048 on July 15, 2019.
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ownership of 675MW of the Selected Wind Facilities.
122.

SWEPCO and PSO filed for approvals related to the acquisition of the Selected Wind
Facilities beforc thc Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in FERC Docket No.
EC2017 000 on November 15, 2019.

123.

That Application was approved by FERC on February 21, 2020 for the acquisition of the
Selected Wind Facilities by SWEPCO and PSO.
Other CCN Issues

124.

SWEPCO has proposed the The Selected Wind Facilities as are _an incremental resource
to reduce the proposed to reduce customers' cost of energy for its custorners.

125.

SWEPCO maintained that the The _Selected Wind Facilities will not diminish the
reliability provided by its SWEPCO'a existing resources or transmission system.

of the Selected Wind Facilities at a reasonable cost.
126.

SWEPCO is not in the process of implementing customer choice in its service territory.

127.

SWEPCO maintains that the The Selected Wind Facilities will have no effect on the
implementation of customer choice in SWEPCO's service territory or the creation of
stranded costs.

128.

SWEPCO did not has-eetitinue€149 evaluate whether the acquisition of the Selected Wind
Facilities is in the public interest as demonstrated by the Company's use of outdated, higher
natural gas price assumptions that are untethered to current market conditions, failure to
include potential future gen-tie line costs, reliance on a P50 production output level with
only a 50% chance of success, and use of a hypothetical carbon tax.
127.

128.124.
S
territefr.

a •

•

129.124.
efi ice in SWEPCO's service territ ry r the creation of stranded coe.ts.
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130.129.
Electric Uutilities are obligated to provide reliable service to customers at the
lowest reasonable cost.
130.

The proposal of economic resources for certification is one means of meeting that
obligation.

131.

SWEPCO has failed to dernonstrate that the Project will result in a probable lowering of
costs for its ratepayers.
Rate-Issues

132.

SWEPCO indicated in its Application that, in a future filing, it would request
Selected Wind Facilities begin providing service to customers, pursuant to 36.213 of the
Public Utility Regulatory Act (PURA).

133.

The Company's Application indicates that it will also seek to flow the PTC benefits to
the-Seleeted-Wirtd-Faei-lities-i-s-ineluded-in-base-Fates:-If--the-genefatieweest-reeevefy-riflef

134.

exception or other available options to return the PTC benefits to customers conculTently
with recovery of SWEPCO's investment in the facilities.
In future rate cases, it is appropriate that SWEPCO be allowed to include in rate base the
actual balance of unused PTCs, if any, associated with the Selected Wind Facilities. It is
also appropriate that any unused PTCs included in rate base earn a return at the weighted
average cost of capital set for that rate case.
Sale Transfer Merger Issues

135.

PURA 14.101 requires an electric utility to report certain transactions to the Commission,
including a transaction to "sell, acquire, or lease a plant as an operating unit or system in
this state for a total consideration of more than $10 million."

136.

The Selected Wind Facilities are wholly located in Oklahoma.

137.

Under the plain meaning of PURA 14.101(a), that Section does not apply to this
pfeeeedinitrEThis_stateeari_eftly_be_reaft_te_refer_40...Te*as.:

[Findings of Fact if 14.101 is determined to apply:1
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136.

Without SWEPCO' s provision of additional important and meaningful guarantees, The the
Selected Wind Facilities would fail to meet the public interest as set forth in PURA
.§.14.101.

139.137.
In the context of this case, the Commission's application of the public interest
standard overlaps with the controlling CCN standard of review — the probable lowering
of costs to customers.
110.138.
SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities is not in the public interest
because it is not expected to lower costs for customers.
.

SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities is in the public interest because it
will provide renewable energy credits that customers may acquire to meet their
suatainabi-14Py-afirEl-reneweb4e-ener-gy-goals,

112.

SWEPCO's acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities will produce significant and
imrnediate cost savings for SWEPCO customers, diversify SWEPCO's generation
resource{;, and reduce fuel costs

1'13.

The Selected Wind Facilities will have no effect on the health or safety of customers or
employees-aticl-will-net-Fesult-ifi-the-tfansfer--efiebs-fr-em---Texes,
1-44-SWEPCO is paying a reasonable value for the Selected Wind Facilities and has
diligently negotiated purchase agreements that assure reasonable pricing,

B.

Conclusions of Law

1.

The Commission has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Public Utility Regulatory
Act, Tex. Util. Code 14.001, 37.051, 37.053, 37.056, and 37.057 (PURA).

2.

SOAH has jurisdiction over this proceeding, including the preparation of this proposal for
decision with findings of fact and conclusions of law, pursuant to PURA 14.053 and Tex.
Gov't. Code 2003.049.

3.

Notice of the Application was provided in compliance with PURA 37.054 and 16 Tex.
Admin. Code 22.55 (TAC) because the Selected Wind Facilities are out-of-state facilities.

4.

The Commission may approve an application and grant a certificate of convenience and
necessity only if the Commission finds that the certificate is necessary for the service,
accommodation, convenience, or safety of the public under PURA 37.056.
5. SWEPCO has not shown that the project will result in the probable lowering of cost to
consumers in accordance with PURA § 37.056(c)(4)(E).
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6. SWEPCO has not met its burden of proof to show that the project is necessaiy for the
service, accommodation, convenience, or safety of the public under PURA § 37.056.
7. SWEPCO is not entitled to approval of the application.
378.
Utilities may obtain a CCN for general economic purposes, not only when there is an
ineFease-in-Elemanil-Reeessitating-aelElitienal-generationSee-Applieat-ion-of-Seu4kwes.tenf
Publie-C-entpa-nyfor-Appreva.l-of-Transeetions-with-ESI-Euefg-und-Iuveuergy
Necessity for Wind Generation Projects and Associated Facilities in Hale County, Texas,
SWEPCO failed to provide sufficient guarantees to ratepayers akin to those approved by
the-GenimissiefFin-Deeket-Ne,469367
5.

In compliance with PURA 39.501 (b) and-39402(b)-and46-TAC-2-5422(e)7SWEP-GO4s
net-euffent-Pfrill-the-preeess-ef-inviementingeustemer-eheiee-in-its4exas-seRiee-temitert7
apply
located in the state of Texas.

77---The-gfafft-ei• denial-ef-a-C-C-N-is-governed by PURA 37.056.
87---The-Geffiffrissiewsheuld-gfatit-a-GCN-an.frtimeif--it-is4fi-the-publie-interest-as-cletennined
by an assessment the factors in PURA 37.056.
------The-Gommissien-may-grant-a-C-CN-fer-a-generation-faeility-if-it-eletei-mines-that-aequisitien
ef-the-faeilitt,-will-resui4-ift-a-prebable-lewering-ef-eests-te-eustemeFs,
9.

The sitc specific factors set out in Pli-RA--3-7-70-5-64446444-D)-de-not-apply-in-this-ease
beeause-the-Seleeted-Winfl-Faeilities-afe-leeated-in-Old-alleffia7

-14-1214&4-3-7,056(4)(E-)-Elees-net-fequife-that-a-titiffewifle-a-guafai+tee-o-11-loweEeo.sts-EW
eliminate-all-risk-asseeiated-with-a-pfejeet:1

1.

C.

Under PURA 37.056(1), projects proposed fef-esenemie-r-easens-afe-subieet-te-the-same
standafds-as-any-etheriffejeet7

Ordering Paragraphs
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In accordance with these fmdings of fact and conclusions of law, the Commission issues the
following Order:
1.

The Commission denies the application, as outlined in this Order.

All other motions, requests for specific findings of fact and conclusions of law, and any
other requests for general or specific relief, if not expressly granted, are denied.
3.

1

The proposal for decision is adopted to the extent consistent with this Order.
SWEPCO's amendrnent to CCN number 30150 is denied.SWEPCO's CCN number 30150
is amended to include acquisition of the Selected Wind Facilities as set out in SWEPCO's
application, including the authorization to acquire a larger-shafe-of-the-geleeted-Wi-n4
Facilities if one of SWEPCO's other jurisdictions does not approve acquisition of the
Facilities.

2.

If the Commission Dccidcs to Grant thc Amcneled CCN
SWEPCO's CCN number 30150 is amended to include acquisition of the Selected Wind
Facilities as set out in SWEPCO's application includin& the authorization to quire a
larger share of the Selected Wind Facilities if one of SWEPCO's other jurisdictions does
not approve acquisition of the Facilities, and with the following modifications consistent
with this order.

3.

Consistent with its production guarantee, SWEPCO shall make an informational filing
with the Comrnission on May 15 of the sixth and eleventh years of operation of each
facility annually to report on the production level of the projects. If the production levels
Etemonstfate-a-fefund-i-s-owed-te-SWE-P-GO-eustomersratepayeFS-WE-P-C-0-shall-i-nelude
a request that a refund be provided as a rate rider.
Consistent with its capital cost guarantee, SWEPCO shall not include gross plant in
service arnounts in rate base for the Selected Wind Facilities greater than $1.088 billion,
including owner's costs and PSA price adjustments.

5.

If SWEPCO fails to meet the 38.144.01% net capacity factor consistent with its production
guarantee, then SWEPCO shall credit to Texas retail customers the Texas retail portion of
the production tax credit, including a gross up for income tax, not generated because of
underproduction of the Selected Wind Facilities and the additional energy costs incurred
due to that underproduction.

6.

In future rate proceedings, SWEPCO may include in rate base as a deferred tax asset the
aettial-halanee-ef-unesed-pfesluetiew-tax credits associated with the Selected Wind
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Facilities, which may eam a-retum-at-SWEP-COls-weighteEl-eest-of-eapital-set-ih-the-Bate
proceeding.
SWEPCO shall credit to Texas retail customers thc production tax credits at the 100%
1evel-related-te-the-aetual-eutput-ef-the-Stindanee-faeility-anfl-the-preeluetien-tax-ereliks-at

SWEPCO shall calculate the diffcrcncc between projected savings using its Basc Case
natural gas forecast and savings actually realized on an annual basis, and annually credit
to ratepayers the resulting difference.
7.

SWEPCO shall seek Commission approval prior to the construction of any future gen tic
line for the Project.

8.

SWEPCO's application is granted to the extent consistent with this Order.

9.

All other motions, requests for specific findings of fact and conclusions of law, and any
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